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The Disappearance of Home Equity Loans
In the aftermath of the financial crisis of 2007 – 2008,
the ensuing recession brought about a precipitous
decline in loan volumes. By the end of 2010,
aggregate U.S. consumer credit card balances had
retrenched nearly 20% from pre-recession levels.
In the same timeframe, auto loan balances declined
by 11%, mortgage loan balances by 7%, and home
equity line and loan balances by 18%.
By 2011, auto loan balances had started to recover,
and credit card loans started to show recovery in 2013.

Mortgage loan balances were slower to recover,
continuing to erode through 2014, but have shown
significant increases in the past two years. The auto
loan market turned especially robust in recent years,
and aggregate auto loan balances are now 40% above
2008 levels. Consumer credit card balances have
now returned to pre-recession levels, and mortgage
balances sit within 3% of pre-recession levels.
In contrast, home equity borrowings have
continued to steadily erode, quarter after quarter,
year after year, and now total balances sit 50%
below January 2008 levels. This raises an obvious
line of questioning: where have all the home equity
loans gone? Why have consumers returned to other
credit products but not home equity borrowing?
And will the decline ever reach a nadir, or will
balances inexorably fall toward zero?
The logical culprit in the decline in home equity
lending would be a decline in home equity. And in
fact, the aggregate owners’ equity in U.S. homes as a
proportion of total home value declined from 45% in
January 2008 to 38% in 2011, leaving less capacity
for consumers to borrow against. However, the
combination of reviving home values and diminished
equity balances has inflated owners’ equity with the
equity-to-value ratio returning to the pre-recession
45% level in 2013 and soaring to 58% in early 2017.
(continued on page 2)

Business Customers More Loyal,
Yet Less Forgiving
For its Customer Service, Satisfaction
& Loyalty research tracking program,
Bancography conducted approximately
50,000 telephone interviews of business and
consumer customers in 2016. Data from those
interviews yielded the following findings.
Bancography asked respondents whether they
experienced a problem or error over the past six
months. On average, 6.2% of consumers and
6.7% of businesses experienced a bank-created
problem or error. For those customers who
did not experience an issue, 72% of consumers
and 74% of businesses would recommend their

institution. For those customers who did report
an error or issue, loyalty suffered tremendously,
especially with businesses. Businesses showed a
42 percentage point decline in their willingness to
recommend the institution; retail customers showed a
29 percentage point decline.
The survey also asked the respondents whether
they considered the institution to be their primary
financial institution (PFI). Again, businesses displayed
slightly greater loyalty, with 81% confirming the
institution as their PFI, compared to 75% for retail.
Among customers who experienced an error, the
proportion deeming the (continued on page 2)
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(continued from page 1)

why are they eschewing home equity loans and lines?
There are at least four likely causes.
First, the once bitten, twice shy phenomenon.
During the trough of the recession, many over-leveraged
home owners approached foreclosure, with some less
fortunate borrowers suffering that fate. Now, even as the
economy has recovered, and home values along with it,
those same consumers remain reticent to risk their homes
by assuming the leverage levels they once carried —
and that brought severely stressful consequences.
Second, even if consumers may want equity
loans, banks appear not to. In the peak borrowing
years before the recession, favorable pricing offers
for equity lines abounded. Direct mail campaigns ran
rampant, with those plus traditional media advertising
touting no-closing-cost loans, six-month zero-interest
teaser rates, prime-minus pricing, and similar enticements.
But in recent years, such offers have abated, with even
the most favorably priced loans now on prime-plus terms.
Banks can spur demand not only through pricing, but also
through internal sales incentives; and by reinforcing pricing
premia through sales incentives, the bank can drive more
aggressive prospecting of potential clients for any product.
Conversely, the diminishment of sales incentives that may
accompany the desire to recalibrate the balance sheet
can have a multiplicative impact on the decline in product
sales. If banks are strategically opting to generate asset
growth through different sources (e.g., fixed mortgages,
commercial loans), they can’t overtly reject customer
requests without risking long-term brand damage. But
they can dissuade employee prospecting through incentive
changes and customer enthusiasm through pricing changes.
Third, pricing notwithstanding, consumers may see
less need for home equity borrowing in the current

low-interest rate environment. One of the primary
benefits of equity borrowing is the tax-deductibility of the
interest; and when rates are higher, that benefit creates
greater financial impact. At a time when the prime rate is
hovering near 4%, the tax benefit may not carry sufficient
value to prompt consideration of equity products, with
all their closing costs and risks to the primary residence,
versus non-real-estate-secured instruments.
Finally, the low-interest environment, while
minimizing the benefit of tax deductibility for
equity loans, has also allowed tremendously
attractive, near zero-rate auto loans. In many cases,
the cost of financing an auto through a dealer-provided
nondeductible loan remains less than even the after-tax
cost of doing so through a home equity loan. In that auto
purchases rank among the more frequent uses of equity
lines, the favorable auto loan environment has usurped
demand for equity loans.
Although each of the above factors maintains some
relevance today, any or all may change, finally fueling a
resurgence in equity borrowing. Consumer memories fade,
and people naturally discount the likelihood of adverse
circumstances returning, so any continued strength in home
values should lead consumers to return to home equity
borrowing. Interest rates have increased over the past
year and are forecast to continue increasing throughout
2018, which will increase the benefit of residence-secured
borrowing. And after numerous consecutive years of sales
gains, 2017 auto sales are projected to fall below the levels
of either of the past two years; and with less volume,
dealers may be less willing to compromise per-unit profits
with bottom-rate financing. If each of those events occur,
consumer demand for equity borrowing will return; and in
that case, bankers will need to respond with competitive
equity line and loan offers to address that demand.

		
So if consumers see abundant equity in their homes,
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Business Customers More Loyal, Yet Less Forgiving
institution a PFI declined by 12 percentage points
for businesses versus only eight for retail. The
survey identified multiple instances of disparity
between consumer and business customers on
the loyalty and service-quality measures.
The heightened sensitivity of businesses
upon experiencing a problem versus their retail
counterparts is notable. Businesses depend on
their financial institutions as trusted advisors
and extensions of their management team. Any
error erodes this trust and can lead to attrition.
Bancography’s research on attrition motives
reveals that half of businesses maintain their
personal accounts at the same institution as

(continued from page 1)

their business accounts. Thus, in 50% of the cases when
business attrition occurs, the event may bring retail
attrition, too, compounding the impact on the institution.
The main issues facing business customers include the
inability of the front line to service specialized and
often complex business products. Sales training will
mitigate many of these problems. Increasing employee
knowledge of retail and business product offerings will
not only reduce errors, but will also lead to more effective
cross-selling due to the employees’ increased familiarity
with the product set. Businesses may be more loyal than
pure retail relationships; however, a service error will not
only risk attrition of the business relationship, but will
also place any associated personal relationship at risk.
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As electronic channels have supplanted in-branch
The most important issue to consider in
management accounts fall into the low-frequency
transactions, financial institutions have embraced designing a hub-and-spoke distribution model is
category. In a hub-and-spoke model, this implies
smaller branch floor plans. Branches built a
functionality: which services will the institution
offering checking, money market, and savings
generation ago required numerous teller windows, offer at every location, and which will it deliver
account-opening and transactions at all
ample lobby space for customer queuing, and
from a subset of locations (i.e., the hubs)?
branches; but restricting mortgage, wealth,
large vaults to store cash. Today, most salary and
Consumers frame perceptions of location
and commercial lending to the hub branches.
benefit checks are paid by direct deposit, more
convenience in two contexts: frequency and
In that dynamic of convenience versus
consumers use ATMs or in-store cash-back
time. For a frequent purchase/use item, consumers value-driven products, how far is too far? On
options, and most retail purchases use credit
demand proximity and convenience; thus the
average, consumers live 2.5 miles from the branch
or debit cards, reducing the need for transaction
proliferation of neighborhood dry cleaners, service
where they establish their checking account. The
processing and cash storage space at branches
stations, and grocery stores. Few consumers will
distance varies by market population density, with
and enabling smaller facilities.
travel an hour for a weekly errand. But for an
consumers in high-density areas (e.g., Midtown
Accordingly, with smaller floor plans
infrequent purchase/use product, consumers
Manhattan) living closer to their branches. That
taking hold throughout the industry, bankers are
will tolerate longer travel times, especially for
disparity reflects the consumer’s consideration as
increasingly expressing interest in hub-and-spoke significant value in price or other features; for
not one of distance but of time, and if seeking a
branch delivery models. But the term hub-andexample, to an auto dealership one hour away,
branch within 10 minutes of home, that time
spoke, though widely cited, is often ill-defined
or to visit a medical specialist.
equates to a shorter distance in a dense urban
and misunderstood to refer specifically to branch
In banking, those frequent-use, proximitymarket than in a rural market. But distance
size, with large branches representing hubs
dependent services are the deposit transaction
varies by product type, too; and in contrast to
and smaller offices representing spokes. That
services, such as in-branch or ATM deposits and
that 2.5 mile average distance from home to
portrayal overly simplifies a complex topic,
withdrawals; while mortgage loans and wealth
branch for transaction accounts, consumers
and confuses the end with the means.
on average live eight miles from
Example: Two-community corridor
Small branches are not the
their mortgage provider (if obtained
enabler of hub-and-spoke models,
at a branch) and 12 miles from
but a pleasant consequence of a
their trust/investment provider.
personnel and management strategy.
Commercial clients show an average
Before describing the hub-and-spoke
distance of about four miles from their
concept, we first need to define the term.
lender in high-density markets; about
Hub and spoke refers to a branch delivery
six miles in lower-density markets.
model wherein certain branches do not
That greater distance/time
offer the full array of an institution’s
tolerance for the infrequent-use
services with in-house staff, but rather
products gives a general spacing rule for
rely on nearby branches to fulfill those
hub branches: from a customer-service
customer needs. The elimination of
perspective, the hub can serve as the
certain functions from the spoke branches
primary domiciling branch for wealth,
is what allows those branches to employ
mortgage, or commercial officers serving
smaller footprints; that is, the smaller
a 6 – 10 mile radius. However, whether
scope of the spokes is a reflection of
a single hub can address an area of that
their different functionality, not the
breadth also depends upon the number
cause of that different functionality.
of other branches within that cluster,
Branch design should always
i.e., the spokes.
emanate from an assessment of required
In its fully realized form,
functionality, which should in turn reflect
the hub-and-spoke model can
market demographics and demand,
centralize not only certain business
so effective hub-and-spoke branching
lines, but also the retail salesrequires an assessment of market
management function, with a
Service model
Offers
Top officers
composition. In deploying a hub-andsingle senior-grade branch manager
Spoke
branch
All
deposit
types,
consumer
loans
Assistant
manager
spoke model, bankers need to consider
leading the sales program across
Community hub
Adds: small business loans, equity lines/loans Branch manager
issues of consumer purchase behavior,
the entire branch cluster. This allows
Adds: cash management, commercial loans,
Branch manager;
geography, management span of
		Corridor hub
mortgage, wealth
senior commercial lender the bank to use an assistant-managerCompeting branch		
control, and market demographics.
grade staffer (continued on page 4)
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as the highest-ranking officer in the spoke branches,
providing additional cost savings. However, if one
manager is to oversee multiple branches; if one
wealth or mortgage officer is to coordinate sales
across multiple submarkets; then the bank must
consider a feasible span of control for those officers.
At most institutions, sales-management carries
a span of one manager per three or four branches
(including the hub), while the specialty lines of
business carry spans of one officer per six to eight
branches. This can yield a multi-tiered strategy
where corridor hubs sit atop retail hubs which sit
atop spokes, with each tier adding offerings as
illustrated in the example on page three.

(continued from page 3)

Finally, bankers still need to assess each branch’s
trade area demographics to determine where to deploy
the hub offices. Those decisions should reflect market
demand but also daytime population, as consumers
often address non-retail products in branches closer
to their workplaces. This often yields an architecture
of hub branches in downtown, midtown/professional
districts, or suburban mixed-use/retail submarkets
with spokes in urban neighborhoods or residentially
skewed bedroom suburbs. Once a financial institution
decides the optimal locations for each tier of branches,
only then should it commence branch design
(or reconfiguration), aligning the size of the branch
footprint with the employee roles the branch will house.
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Loyal and profitable
relationships begin
with the customer
experience
Consider this:
> Six percent of recent customers have experienced
a problem or error
> Approximately one half of these issues are the
drivers most correlated with attrition
> More than half of this group may not consider
utilizing the institution again

Measuring customer experience
helps improve customer loyalty and
decrease attrition

Bancography’s marketing
research programs evaluate:
>
>
>
>

Brand perception
Service quality
Experience and resolution of problems
Likelihood to recommend

Bancography measures these
customer experience touchpoints:
> Branch
> Call center
> Middle market
> Mortgage/ home equity
> New account opening
> Private banking
			

Comprehensive findings
> Executive summaries with industry
benchmark comparisons and
strategic recommendations
> Ability to set incentives at the
various management levels
> Online reporting modules available
> Notification of customer problems
within one business day of surveying
> Telephone or Internet-based
data collection

consulting services

•

software tools

205.251.6227 research@bancography.com
www.bancography.com

Additional Marketing Research Studies
Attrition

Financial institutions have realized that growth
means little if customers are closing accounts.
Institutions have also recognized that future
growth will be adversely affected if these lost
customers are dissatisfied and inform friends
and family about their perceived negative
experience. Before an institution can reduce
its attrition, it must first understand the
factors fueling account closure and the
impact of those factors on the lost customer.
Bancography will conduct telephone interviews
of these lost relationships, comparing results
to benchmark data and recommending how
the institution can combat attrition.

Brand Evaluator

Bancography’s Brand Evaluator is a
telephone-based research program that
gauges a brand’s strength in a market through
measuring six essential attributes: awareness,
market share, competitive differentiation,
loyalty, considered set and positioning.
This information will allow the institution to
evaluate consumer, competitor and customer
attitudes of its current brand. From the survey
findings, Bancography will recommend how
the institution can repair or enhance its
market presence.

consulting services

205.251.6227

•

software tools

research@bancography.com

www.bancography.com

